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• 欧州宇宙機関 (ESA) のMクラス
サーベイ観測衛星 (>6億ユーロ)

• ~15000deg2の可視撮像, 近赤外
撮像, グリズム分光

• 宇宙の3次元地図, ダークマ
ター, ダークエネルギーの解明

• 2023年7月打ち上げ

https://www.euclid-ec.org

1.2m telescope
FOV 0.54 deg2

https://www.euclid-ec.org


サーベイ領域 (Wide survey)

Scaramella et al. (2022)
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Fig. 15. RoI outline (17 354 deg2) with the accepted ranges of the stellar density, dust extinction, and zodiacal light.

Table 6. Four separate quadrants of the RoI (see Fig. 17).

Quadrant Name Area [deg2]

I Northern ‘mainland’ 7142
II Northern ‘island’ 1575
III Southern ‘island’ 1700
IV Southern ‘mainland’ 6937

Notes. The total area is 17 354 deg2.

of lower quality for cosmology, yet their legacy value is high.
For example, the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) is inside the
RoI, although clearly at odds with the survey constraints. Push-
ing further into the Galactic plane, though, would rapidly reach
extinction levels unacceptable for Euclid’s core science, as is evi-
dent from Fig. 17 that shows the combination of all constraints,
highlighting the best parts of the Euclid sky.

From Fig. 17 it is clear that the area of the RoI changes with
ecliptic longitude. Figure 18 shows the area of the RoI as a func-
tion of ecliptic longitude (in bins of 1� of ecliptic longitude). The
plot contains two global maxima, which coincide with the lon-
gitudes that cross both a mainland and an island, and two global
minima, which coincide with the intersection of the ecliptic and
Galactic planes.

Given that one degree of longitude is scanned by one day
of orbit and that in one day ⇠10 deg2 of EWS are observed, in
a six year mission it is only possible to observe a maximum
of 60 deg2 of EWS sky, per degree of longitude. In practice,
this time must be shared with calibrations and Euclid deep field
(EDF) observations that collectively take ⇠20% of the total time.
This lowers the EWS allocation to a maximum average value of
48 deg2 per degree of longitude. From the analysis of Figs. 17
and 18, it is clear that the sky in the RoI is not uniform enough
to fill this quota. Given the limited pointing range of the tele-
scope, with observations at or close to transit, this inevitably

leads to the depletion of the available (i.e. yet unobserved) sky
in some ecliptic longitudes. This reveals an intrinsic limitation
to the maximum e�ciency attainable by the EWS, in which in
some parts of the year there will be unallocated time periods that
increase in duration towards the end of the mission. This is an
important feature of EWS solutions, as discussed in Sect. 8.2.

5.2.2. S/N and survey depth in the RoI

Figure 17 highlights the best parts of the Euclid sky. In the fol-
lowing, we compute the corresponding S/N maps, which provide
the quantitative context.

For our S/N computations we take into account the following
aspects at the hardware level: telescope and instruments’ inter-
nal backgrounds, photometric zero points (encoding the total
throughput), read noise and dark current. These are independent
of sky position and were taken from the latest available ground
characterisation measurements. At the environmental level, we
include all-sky maps for the zodiacal background, extinction,
and stray light from the Galaxy as detailed in Sect. 5.1.

At the operational level, we allow for three exposures (VIS
and NISP imaging) and four exposures for NISP spectroscopy,
the FPA geometries, integration times, and the size of the mea-
surement apertures. This is motivated by the fact that 90% (50%)
of the survey area is covered with at least three (four) imaging
exposures (see Table 1). The S/N measurement metrics are eval-
uated as follows: for VIS, we consider an extended source with a
total magnitude of IE = 24.5 AB mag in a 100.3 diameter aperture,
capturing 94% of the flux. For NISP photometry, we consider
a point-like source with a total magnitude of mAB = 24.0 mag
in the YE, JE, HE bands in a 000.9 ⇥ 000.9 (3 ⇥ 3 pixel) aper-
ture, capturing ⇠80% of the flux for YE and JE, 70% for HE.
For NISP spectroscopy, we consider an emission line with a
flux of 2 ⇥ 10�16 erg s�1 cm�2 at an observed wavelength of
1600 nm, measured in a 4⇥ 4 pixel wide aperture in the dispersed
images.
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サーベイ領域 (Deep survey)

https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/euclid/euclid-survey

Euclid Deep Field North (NEP)

Euclid Deep Field South (SEP) Euclid Deep Field Fornax (CDF-S)

~20 deg2

~20 deg2 ~10 deg2
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Fig. 6. VIS and NISP focal plane arrays. Left panel: VIS FPA, illus-
trating the detector placement. The dashed line shows the joint FoV of
both instruments. Two narrow strips at the extremes of the Y axis are
outside the joint FoV. Right panel: NISP FPA, with two narrow strips
at the extremes of the X axis outside the FoV (the reference frame is
XFoV � YFoV; see also Fig. 2 and the definition at the end of Sect. 2.1).

WL shape measurement, VIS data are also used to improve
photo-z estimation, by enabling optimal photometric extraction
of the less resolved, complementary ground observations thanks
to its di↵raction-limited image quality. To maximise the S/N for
the shape measurements, the VIS band IE is rather broad (see
Fig. 7), encompassing the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) r
and i bands, and the bluer half of the z band.

The VIS central data processing unit constructs the images
from the pixel data and compresses them in a lossless manner
in approximately 250 s No additional image processing will be
done on board to maintain full control over systematic errors.
The data will be transferred to the ground with a rate of approx-
imately 520 Gbit/day (Racca et al. 2016).

3.2. NISP instrument

NISP (Maciaszek et al. 2014, 2016) contains an array of 4 ⇥ 4
HAWAII-2RGs detectors (2k ⇥ 2k pixels each) with a plate
scale of 000.3 pixel�1, under-sampling its di↵raction limited PSF
(Fig. 6, right panel). Table 1 shows the size of the FPA, FoV, and
gaps between the detectors. It should be noted that in the Y direc-
tion of the focal plane, the central gap (8600.1 wide) is narrower
than the two outer gaps (10100.4 wide).

NISP is designed to carry out slitless spectroscopy
(NISP-S) and imaging photometry (NISP-P) at NIR wavelengths
(see Fig. 7). By using its grism and filter wheel assemblies
(GWA and FWA, respectively), NISP can switch between slit-
less spectroscopy and imaging modes, which are detailed in the
following. NISP will transfer data to the ground with a rate of
approximately 290 Gbit/day, for a total of 810 Gbit/day, smaller
than the spacecraft allocation of 850 Gbit/day.

3.2.1. Slitless spectroscopy

Euclid has a ‘blue’ grism (BGS000) covering the 0.92�1.25 µm
wavelength range, and three ‘red’ grisms (RGS000, RGS180,
and RGS270) covering RGE band, 1.25�1.85 µm (Costille et al.
2016). The blue grism, covering the BGE band, is not used
for the EWS observations, and will be only employed for part
of the EDS. The numeric labels indicate the dispersion direc-
tions, o↵set by 90� for the red grisms. Di↵erent dispersion direc-
tions are required to disentangle the spectra of various objects
in the slitless spectroscopic exposures of the EWS. Due to a

Table 1. Sizes of the VIS and NISP focal planes and their corresponding
FoVs, as well as the angular sizes of detectors and detector gaps and the
width of the VIS charge injection lines (see Fig. 2).

VIS NISP

X Size Y Size X Size Y Size

Focal plane [mm] 302.71 336.59 155.85 164.48
Plate scale [arcsec/mm] 8.33 16.70
FoV [deg] 0.700 0.778 0.723 0.763
Detectors [0] 6.82 6.89 10.21 10.21
Detector gaps [00] 12.7 64.4 50.6 101.4/86.1
Charge injection gaps [00] N/A 0.4 N/A N/A
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Fig. 7. Total sensitivity of Euclid’s photometric IE, YE, JE, and HE, and
spectroscopic BGE, RGE (solid and dashed lines, respectively). The sen-
sitivity (in electrons per photon) includes all optical surfaces as well
as the detectors’ average quantum e�ciency, all considered at their
expected EOL performance after six years at L2 (degraded by radiation
damage and contamination; see e.g. Venancio et al. 2020).

non-conformity discovered in 2020 (Laureijs et al. 2020), the
RGS270 will not be used in the survey observations. Instead,
the RGS000 and RGS180 will be rotated in the ROS by �4� and
+4�, respectively (see Sect. 4.1 for details).

The red grisms disperse the light with nearly constant spec-
tral resolution of 1.354 nm px�1, which gives R = �/�� ⇠ 450
for an object of diameter 000.5. This is larger than the minimum
required value of 380 to achieve an error on the measured red-
shift of �(z) < 0.001(1+ z). The spectroscopic observations sup-
port the GC probe and are optimised to detect the redshifted H↵
emission of galaxies at z = 0.9�1.8. With a detection limit of
2 ⇥ 10�16 erg s�1 cm�2 (3.5�) for a typical source of size 000.5
at 1600 nm (see Sect. 5.2.2), NISP should be able to determine
spectroscopic redshifts for at least 1700 galaxies deg�2 on aver-
age in the corresponding wavelength range 1250�1850 nm. This
estimate, however, strongly depends on the intrinsic luminos-
ity function of H↵ emitters, which is still uncertain in the red-
shift range observed by Euclid (Pozzetti et al. 2016). Because
the redshift is based on an emission line, passive galaxies will be
underrepresented in the spectroscopic sample, with a bias against
dense environments.

3.2.2. Photometry

Photometry will be measured for objects down to a minimum of
mAB = 24 AB mag for 5� point-like source in the JE, YE, and
HE passbands. The photometric data support the GC experiment
by providing the reference images needed to extract the spec-
tra in the (slitless) dispersed images. The NIR photometric data,
however, critically complement the ground-based observations

A112, page 6 of 41
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地上望遠鏡との連携

• 可視はVISの1バンドのみ
• 地上望遠鏡との連携が必須 A&A 662, A112 (2022)
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Fig. 27. Simulated spectrum of a typical galaxy (in terms of mass and
star formation rate) from the Euclid weak lensing population at z = 1
(D. Masters, priv. comm.), overlapping the IE, YE, JE and HE bands.
The Vera C. Rubin Observatory photometric bands (u, g, r, i, z, y) are
also shown, highlighting the importance of the ground-based data to
the photometric redshift derivation as the 4000 Å break falls within the
i band. The total sensitivity for the ground is given at 1.2 airmass.

meet the initial Euclid specification of 1700 deg�2 would require
the redshifts of half of the underlying population to be reliably
measured.

5.5. The EWS coverage by ground-based telescopes

Weak lensing tomography and the need to account for the con-
tamination by galaxy intrinsic alignments require solid estimates
of the redshifts of the galaxies used as sources in the weak lens-
ing analysis. Euclid will exploit galaxies up to a redshift of z ⇠ 2
with the majority of galaxies, at the lensing goal of mVIS = 24.5,
lying at a redshift z ⇠ 1. A typical SED of such a galaxy is
shown on the simulated spectrum of Fig. 27. The NISP depth
goals (YE, JE, HE = 24.0 AB mag; see Sect. 3.2.2) were scaled
to capture the flux of this galaxy population at the required S/N
for proper photometric redshift derivation. However, since the
weak lensing imaging band through the broad VIS band IE does
not sample key features of a z = 1 galaxy energy distribution, in
particular the 4000 Å break that falls within the i band (Fig. 27),
complementary bands are needed to reach the required redshift
precision. The g, r, i, z bands are critical in particular, as intro-
duced by Laureijs et al. (2011).

Large projects aiming at obtaining photometry through the
Sloan bands over large parts of the sky were on the rise at
the time of the Euclid mission definition. Since photometry in
those bands does not require the observing conditions of a space
observatory, this critical part of the mission was left for exter-
nal up-and-coming photometric surveys by ground-based facil-
ities located across the two celestial hemispheres in order to
reach the entire Euclid sky. The minimal depths needed to derive
photometric redshifts for the WL probe are 25.7, 25.1, 24.8,
24.6 AB mag in the g, r, i, z bands, respectively, for 5� point-
like source. These levels were first introduced in Laureijs et al.
(2011) and later on fine tuned to optimally match the SED of the
z = 1 IE = 24.5 galaxy populations anchored on the YE, JE, HE
depths of 24.0 that will be achieved by Euclid.

At the time of the mission selection in 2012, Laureijs et al.
(2011) commented on ground surveys that were still specula-
tive: only the Dark Energy Survey (DES) was about to start on
its broadband imaging e↵ort, with nearly 4500 deg2 of its of
5000 deg2 goal overlapping the EWS. As of the end of 2020,

the now completed DES has secured in the g, r, i, z bands cover-
age of nearly a third of the EWS area over the south Galactic cap
while the rest of the Euclid RoI is an on-going e↵ort. Together,
the following six most powerful ground-based wide-field tele-
scopes will eventually deliver the photometry needed by Euclid
across the u, g, r, i, z bands from the northern and southern hemi-
spheres (Fig. 28), the u band being a solid bonus for photometric
redshifts at any depth.

Extensive community-based actions led to the Canada-
France Imaging Survey (CFIS; Ibata et al. 2017), which ought
to cover by 2025 the northernmost 4800 deg2 of the Euclid
RoI in the u and r band, using 314 MegaCam nights on the
3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). Spain’s 2.6 m
Javalambre Survey Telescope (Cenarro et al. 2018) should start
in 2021 covering that area with the Javalambre-Euclid Deep
Imaging Survey in the g band (JEDIS-g; 100 nights). Pan-
STARRS (USA, 2⇥ 1.8 m telescopes, Chambers et al. 2016)
joined in 2018 to provide the i band by 2025 as a result of
their on-going near-Earth object (NEO) search. Finally, a group
of Japanese scientists joined the Euclid Consortium in 2020
through the contribution of Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC;
Miyazaki et al. 2018) time (40 nights). WISHES (Wide Imag-
ing with Subaru HSC of the Euclid Sky) will cover the northern
area in the z band, the most demanding band in terms of depth,
hence requiring an 8 m class telescope. The telescopes actively
collecting data are now working in concert as part of the Ultravi-
olet Near-Infrared Optical Northern Survey (UNIONS), an inde-
pendent consortium motivated by the shared e↵ort for Euclid,
to cover the northernmost sky over the complete set of photo-
metric bands, with a completion date around 2025. Canadian
and University of Hawaii UNIONS members launched an e↵ort
in 2019 to gather g-band data with Subaru-HSC to complement
the Spanish e↵ort. We note that since CFHT and Subaru cannot
e↵ectively observe from Hawai’i at declinations � � +80�, the
EWS RoI has been trimmed around the equatorial pole by a few
tens of degrees, a minor hit since the area was already mostly
rejected due to high dust extinction.

Meanwhile the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (USA,
Ivezić et al. 2019) is approaching first light and the start
of the Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) should be in
phase with Euclid. When on the sky, Rubin will be the most
powerful wide-field imager ever built and the Euclid minimal
depths in the ugriz bands will be reached within one year of
normal Rubin LSST operations over the 8000 deg2 overlapping
the Euclid RoI in the southern sky; this will supersede the
DES dataset. The Rubin Observatory being such a powerful
machine, the Euclid Consortium is investigating with the Rubin
community a northern survey extension serving various strategic
Rubin scientific niches (Rhodes et al. 2017). Such an extension
(3000 deg2 of Euclid RoI area) would fill the +2 to +30 deg
declination gap between the main component of the LSST and
the on-going Euclid northernmost sky e↵ort (Fig. 28).

6. Calibration and deep field observations

Euclid’s three major modes of observation (VIS, NISP-P, and
NISP-S) and their tight scientific requirements imply a thorough
and extensive calibration programme throughout the mission,
which serves two main purposes, namely the calibration of the
flight hardware (instrument calibrations; see Sect. 6.1) and the
characterisation of the target galaxies and quantification of any
biases that may arise in the WL and GC experiments (sample
characterisation; see Sect. 6.2).
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UNIONS

• テキスト強調テキスト強調テキスト
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UNIONS = CFHT + Pan-STARRS + Subaru = ハワイ連合
from UNIONS wiki

[Euclid北天領域 (~5000 deg2) の可視多色撮像データ取得]
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• テキスト強調テキスト強調テキスト
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UNIONS = CFHT + Pan-STARRS + Subaru = ハワイ連合
from UNIONS wiki

[Euclid北天領域 (~5000 deg2) の可視多色撮像データ取得]
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Fig. 27. Simulated spectrum of a typical galaxy (in terms of mass and
star formation rate) from the Euclid weak lensing population at z = 1
(D. Masters, priv. comm.), overlapping the IE, YE, JE and HE bands.
The Vera C. Rubin Observatory photometric bands (u, g, r, i, z, y) are
also shown, highlighting the importance of the ground-based data to
the photometric redshift derivation as the 4000 Å break falls within the
i band. The total sensitivity for the ground is given at 1.2 airmass.

meet the initial Euclid specification of 1700 deg�2 would require
the redshifts of half of the underlying population to be reliably
measured.

5.5. The EWS coverage by ground-based telescopes

Weak lensing tomography and the need to account for the con-
tamination by galaxy intrinsic alignments require solid estimates
of the redshifts of the galaxies used as sources in the weak lens-
ing analysis. Euclid will exploit galaxies up to a redshift of z ⇠ 2
with the majority of galaxies, at the lensing goal of mVIS = 24.5,
lying at a redshift z ⇠ 1. A typical SED of such a galaxy is
shown on the simulated spectrum of Fig. 27. The NISP depth
goals (YE, JE, HE = 24.0 AB mag; see Sect. 3.2.2) were scaled
to capture the flux of this galaxy population at the required S/N
for proper photometric redshift derivation. However, since the
weak lensing imaging band through the broad VIS band IE does
not sample key features of a z = 1 galaxy energy distribution, in
particular the 4000 Å break that falls within the i band (Fig. 27),
complementary bands are needed to reach the required redshift
precision. The g, r, i, z bands are critical in particular, as intro-
duced by Laureijs et al. (2011).

Large projects aiming at obtaining photometry through the
Sloan bands over large parts of the sky were on the rise at
the time of the Euclid mission definition. Since photometry in
those bands does not require the observing conditions of a space
observatory, this critical part of the mission was left for exter-
nal up-and-coming photometric surveys by ground-based facil-
ities located across the two celestial hemispheres in order to
reach the entire Euclid sky. The minimal depths needed to derive
photometric redshifts for the WL probe are 25.7, 25.1, 24.8,
24.6 AB mag in the g, r, i, z bands, respectively, for 5� point-
like source. These levels were first introduced in Laureijs et al.
(2011) and later on fine tuned to optimally match the SED of the
z = 1 IE = 24.5 galaxy populations anchored on the YE, JE, HE
depths of 24.0 that will be achieved by Euclid.

At the time of the mission selection in 2012, Laureijs et al.
(2011) commented on ground surveys that were still specula-
tive: only the Dark Energy Survey (DES) was about to start on
its broadband imaging e↵ort, with nearly 4500 deg2 of its of
5000 deg2 goal overlapping the EWS. As of the end of 2020,

the now completed DES has secured in the g, r, i, z bands cover-
age of nearly a third of the EWS area over the south Galactic cap
while the rest of the Euclid RoI is an on-going e↵ort. Together,
the following six most powerful ground-based wide-field tele-
scopes will eventually deliver the photometry needed by Euclid
across the u, g, r, i, z bands from the northern and southern hemi-
spheres (Fig. 28), the u band being a solid bonus for photometric
redshifts at any depth.

Extensive community-based actions led to the Canada-
France Imaging Survey (CFIS; Ibata et al. 2017), which ought
to cover by 2025 the northernmost 4800 deg2 of the Euclid
RoI in the u and r band, using 314 MegaCam nights on the
3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). Spain’s 2.6 m
Javalambre Survey Telescope (Cenarro et al. 2018) should start
in 2021 covering that area with the Javalambre-Euclid Deep
Imaging Survey in the g band (JEDIS-g; 100 nights). Pan-
STARRS (USA, 2⇥ 1.8 m telescopes, Chambers et al. 2016)
joined in 2018 to provide the i band by 2025 as a result of
their on-going near-Earth object (NEO) search. Finally, a group
of Japanese scientists joined the Euclid Consortium in 2020
through the contribution of Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC;
Miyazaki et al. 2018) time (40 nights). WISHES (Wide Imag-
ing with Subaru HSC of the Euclid Sky) will cover the northern
area in the z band, the most demanding band in terms of depth,
hence requiring an 8 m class telescope. The telescopes actively
collecting data are now working in concert as part of the Ultravi-
olet Near-Infrared Optical Northern Survey (UNIONS), an inde-
pendent consortium motivated by the shared e↵ort for Euclid,
to cover the northernmost sky over the complete set of photo-
metric bands, with a completion date around 2025. Canadian
and University of Hawaii UNIONS members launched an e↵ort
in 2019 to gather g-band data with Subaru-HSC to complement
the Spanish e↵ort. We note that since CFHT and Subaru cannot
e↵ectively observe from Hawai’i at declinations � � +80�, the
EWS RoI has been trimmed around the equatorial pole by a few
tens of degrees, a minor hit since the area was already mostly
rejected due to high dust extinction.

Meanwhile the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (USA,
Ivezić et al. 2019) is approaching first light and the start
of the Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) should be in
phase with Euclid. When on the sky, Rubin will be the most
powerful wide-field imager ever built and the Euclid minimal
depths in the ugriz bands will be reached within one year of
normal Rubin LSST operations over the 8000 deg2 overlapping
the Euclid RoI in the southern sky; this will supersede the
DES dataset. The Rubin Observatory being such a powerful
machine, the Euclid Consortium is investigating with the Rubin
community a northern survey extension serving various strategic
Rubin scientific niches (Rhodes et al. 2017). Such an extension
(3000 deg2 of Euclid RoI area) would fill the +2 to +30 deg
declination gap between the main component of the LSST and
the on-going Euclid northernmost sky e↵ort (Fig. 28).

6. Calibration and deep field observations

Euclid’s three major modes of observation (VIS, NISP-P, and
NISP-S) and their tight scientific requirements imply a thorough
and extensive calibration programme throughout the mission,
which serves two main purposes, namely the calibration of the
flight hardware (instrument calibrations; see Sect. 6.1) and the
characterisation of the target galaxies and quantification of any
biases that may arise in the WL and GC experiments (sample
characterisation; see Sect. 6.2).
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限界等級

Wide Imaging with Subaru HSC of the Euclid Sky (WISHES) [PI: M. Oguri]

1. HSC Legacy Survey of the Northern Hemisphere
Wide-field imaging surveys play a central role in modern astronomy and cosmology due to their high statistical

power to address outstanding questions as well as their diverse applications. The Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam
(HSC; Miyazaki et al. 2018) is currently the most powerful instrument in the world in terms of the imaging
survey capability, thanks to the combination of the 8.2-m primary mirror collecting area and the wide field-of-
view. We propose an intensive program to conduct an HSC z-band imaging survey with the limiting
magnitude of 23.4 mag (10� within 200 diameter) covering 4,500 deg2 at high latitudes in the
northern hemisphere; “Wide Imaging with Subaru HSC of the Euclid Sky” (WISHES). The primary goal of
this program is to promote cosmic shear cosmology and high-redshift Universe studies by the Euclid space mission
(Laureijs et al. 2011). Euclid will conduct a wide-field survey in the optical (single r+i+z=VIS-band for weak
lensing shape measurements) and Y, J,H-band near-infrared (NIR) from 2022, but to achieve its primary mission
goal it is required to combine Euclid data with ground-based multi-band optical data for accurate photometric
redshift measurements (e.g., Laureijs et al. 2011; Rhodes et al. 2017). Furthermore, the deep WISHES z-band
image greatly enhances the value of the Euclid’s NIR imaging data as well as the unique grism spectroscopic data
(35 million galaxies over 15,000 deg2) for galaxy and quasar studies as discussed below. We, however, emphasize
that our z-band survey data is enormously useful even before Euclid is launched; by such z-band survey alone
or in combination with other ground-based optical surveys (UNIONS, see below), we can immediately conduct
a wide range of research as described below. Furthermore, its value is also greatly enhanced by the recently
launched eROSITA (Merloni et al. 2012) that is currently taking all-sky X-ray data with the deepest exposure
around the proposed WISHES footprint. Due to its high survey power and red-sensitive CCDs, Subaru HSC
serves as the only instrument that can realize the proposed z-band survey within a reasonable time scale that
matches Euclid’s data release plan (first data release in 2024) and fulfill Euclid’s needs. Our survey will also
make good use of gray time. Given that WISHES covers the region with the excellent visibility from space
(including the Northern Ecliptic Pole), the WISHES data will bring a great legacy value to the Subaru
community in the era of space survey missions including WISE, Gaia, eROSITA, SPHEREx,
LiteBIRD, in addition to Euclid. It is also a stepping stone towards WFIRST that Japan will join.

WISHES
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Figure 1: Left: The footprint of the proposed survey WISHES is shown by magenta region, along with the
footprint of the Euclid space mission (yellow). The WISHES footprint is defined by the declination larger than
30 deg and the region overlaps with the Euclid survey footprint, and amounts to about 4,500 deg2. Right: The
limiting magnitude of WISHES (10� within 200 diameter) is compared with those of existing Pan-STARRS1
(PS1) 3⇡ survey images, the ongoing CFIS survey using CFHT, the ongoing Pan-STARRS NEO survey (PS-
NEO), the ongoing HSC g-band imaging survey (HSC-g), and the future Euclid mission.

Figure 1 shows the WISHES footprint as well as its limiting magnitude. WISHES will improve the existing
Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al. 2016) z-band images by more than 2 mag, and will also be more than 1 mag
deeper than the Mayall z-band Legacy Survey (Zhou et al. 2018) that largely overlaps with WISHES. WISHES
survey data will be combined with the ongoing Canada-France Imaging Survey (CFIS) u- and r-band survey
using CFHT and Pan-STARRS Near Earth Objects (PS-NEO) i-band survey, both of which are currently ob-
serving the same ⇠ 4, 500 deg2 region with limiting magnitudes shown in Figure 1. Both CFIS and PS-NEO
have already acquired roughly half of the data needed to complete them, and will continue to accumulate data
over the next few years. This indicates that we can make use of these multi-band data immediately as the
WISHES data is being taken. CFIS and PS-NEO team (UNIONS, to which we will join) also started to collect

Euclid NIR

UNIONS
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UNIONSの進捗状況

courtesy of J.-C. Cuillandre, K. Chambers, E. Magnier, M. Hudson  

Pan-STARRS i Subaru/WHIGS g Subaru/WISHES z

CFHT/CFIS 
u, r
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H20 survey
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https://project.ifa.hawaii.edu/h20/

https://project.ifa.hawaii.edu/h20/


打ち上げ

• 2023年7月1日 ファルコン9 

(Space X) で打ち上げ

ESA
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テスト画像: VIS

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Euclid_test_images_tease_of_riches_to_come
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テスト画像: NISP

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Euclid_test_images_tease_of_riches_to_come
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テスト画像: NISP

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Euclid_test_images_tease_of_riches_to_come
15



いくつかの問題点 (1)

• 迷光 (stray light)

• VISに影響、太陽に対する衛星の角度に制限
       → サーベイ効率に何らかの影響 (評価中)

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Seeking_Euclid_s_hidden_stars_commissioning_looks_up
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https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Seeking_Euclid_s_hidden_stars_commissioning_looks_up


いくつかの問題点 (2)

• 高精度ガイドセンサー (fine guidance sensor; FGS)

• FGSが不安定で観測位置が観測中にたびたび
大きく移動

       → 試験観測を中断、troubleshooting

       → ソフトウェアを更新、テスト中
       → うまく行けは9月末に試験観測再開           

            (スケジュールの遅れ)

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Seeking_Euclid_s_hidden_stars_commissioning_looks_up
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https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Seeking_Euclid_s_hidden_stars_commissioning_looks_up


いくつかの問題点 (3)

• 太陽フレア
• フレアによるX線が、ある状況下で検出器に
到達し画像の一部に影響

• 未対処だと3%のデータに影響 (太陽の活動にも依存)

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Seeking_Euclid_s_hidden_stars_commissioning_looks_up
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https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Euclid/Seeking_Euclid_s_hidden_stars_commissioning_looks_up


スケジュール (?)

2024 2025 2026 2027

サーベイ
開始

(~2030まで)

Q1
内部
公開

Q1公開

DR1
内部
公開

DR1公開 Q2公開

Q2
内部
公開

DR2
内部
公開
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(DR3まで続く)



まとめ

20

• Euclid衛星計画がいよいよ打ち上がった

• サーベイ開始の準備中、来年早々にもサーベイ
開始予定

• すばる望遠鏡との更なる連携?

• WISHES (大栗、古澤、宮崎、...)

• H20 (Silverman、鈴木、児玉、...)

• PFS、他 (?)


